The main goal of this paper is to develop a constructive factorization method for a bimeromorphic morphism between smooth germs of complex analytic spaces of dimension 3 provided is composition of blowing-ups with smooth, closed and irreductible centers. The factorization is determined by the irreductible components of the morphism's exceptional divisor. This result may be used for instance to prove the invariance of the characteristic pairs of quasi-ordinary singularities.
Notation and terminology.
In the following Z will be a smooth complex analytic space of dimension 3, π -τr\ o ... o τr n : Z(n) -> Z will be a chain of blowing-ups, E(i, i) the exceptional divisor of each τr 2 
; E(i,j) the strict transform of E(i,i) by τr 1+1 o ... o TΓj , and E τ = E(i, n).
Let S be a surface in Z, let us call Si to the strict transform of 5 2 _i by π ? and m(S,i) to the multiplicity of 5 2 _i along the center of 7Γ Z . If D is a divisor of Z, then D ι will be the pull back of D by TΓ.
We will call a local blowing-up of a analytic germ (Z, p) to the morphism (TΓ) : (Z',vr-1 (p))->(^P)
induced over the germ of Z' along the closed analytic subspace π~ι(p) by a composition π : Z' -* Z of blowing-ups. A good local blowing-up will be a local blowing-up (π) = (TΓI o ... o π n ) such that for all i the center of π z is an irreducible smooth and closed subspace with normal crossings with E(j,ί), Vj < i.
Two blowing-up's chains π = TΓIO. . .oπ n : Z' -> Z, δ = δγo.. .oδ n : T -> Z are called equivalent if does exist a permutation σ, and 
We will call tree of the chain of blowing-up π = TΓI o... oπ n to the set {E τ : 1 < i < n} together with the arrow (Ei,Ej) for all (i,j) such that the center of π 7 is contained in E(i,j -1). We will call ordered tree of π to the tree of π jointly with the weight i in each 
Proof We are going to prove the theorem by induction over n.
If n = 1 the theorem is Proposition 2.2. Let n > 1 and let us suppose that the asertion is true until n -1, therefore there is an A-divisor (jD n _i)* -Σκκn-i fl^f e
Π
With the above notation we will say that \<%<n is the divisor associated to S by π. Proof. Being all the transformations quadratic, for each pair of components of π there are two possibilities:
(a) The center of the first one is contained in the center of the second.
(b) We are in the situation of Lemma 2.1. In case (a) the inequality follows, and in case (b) by Lemma 2.1 the factor's order don't make any difference. : 1 < j < i}. In the case under consideration we will say that {A", Y, T} are the surfaces associated to π.
A combinatorial blowing-up π will be called special if for every z, 1 < i < n, the center of π^+i is contained in E(i, i). Moreover if a lfl = 1 (resp. 614, ci ?1 = 1) the center of τx\ is contained in X (resp. in Y, T).
There is at least one of these surfaces which contained the center of τri and the center of π2 is not contained in the your strict transform (this one is X if o^i = 1 and b\^ = 1 (resp. c^i = 1) then for all i is α^i < δ^i (resp. a^i < c^i)) in this situation the associated divisors by π 2 o ... o π n to £"(1,1), Y\, T\ respectively are:
By repeating this process with these divisors instead of the trivial ones we get the desired construction. 5. Quasi-ordinary singularities. Let S be a surface of Z, and p an quasi-ordinary singularity of S. We call canonical blowing-up of (5, p) to a local blowing-up (π) = (TΓI o ... o τr n ) : (Z n , τr_i (p)) -> (Z, p) such that Vz, 1 < ?< n, π 2 is permissible, i.e. if 5^_i have permissible curves then π t is a monoidal transformation with permissible center for 5 2 _i. We call canonical resolution of (5, p) to a canonical local blowingup such that:
. o π n )~1(m(S', i)E(i, i) + Si) -m(S, i)D ι + DiS
(a) (S n ,π~ι(p)) is regular.
(b) (S^TΓ^P)) have normal crossing with the components of exceptional divisor of (π).
The set of normalized characteristic pairs of (S, p) determine the canonical resolutions of (5, p) (see [3] ). Moreover if (π) is a canonical resolutions of (5, p) we may know the ordered tree of every canonical resolutions equivalent to (π), and the class of their factors. With this information we determine the first pair of (S^,p z ), and the set of normalized characteristic pair of (5, p) because:
If (π o τr   ; ) is a canonical local blowing-up of the quasi-ordinary singularity (T, p), then:
(1) We know the formulaes which establish relation between the set of normalized characteristic pairs of strict transform of (T, q), (see [3] ).
(2) The transform of the first characteristic pair is eqivalent to (1/ra, 0), (m 6 N), if and only if n f is monoidal and the multiplicity of T along the center of π is multiple of the multiplicity of strict transform of T along the center of π f .
